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Abstract. Scientific computing has progressively become an important tool for

research in cardiovascular diseases. The role of quantitative analyses based on numerical

simulations moved from “proof of concepts” to patient-specific investigations, thanks

to a strong integration between imaging and computational tools. However, beyond

individual geometries, numerical models require the knowledge of parameters that

are barely retrieved from measurements, especially in vivo. For this reason, recently

cardiovascular mathematics considered data assimilation procedures for extracting the

knowledge of patient-specific parameters from measures and images. In this paper,

we consider specifically the quantification of vascular compliance, i.e. the parameter

quantifying the tendency of arterial walls to deform under blood stress. Following

up a previous paper, where a variational data assimilation procedure was proposed by

solving an inverse fluid-structure interaction problem, here we consider model reduction

techniques based on a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) approach to accomplish

the solution of the inverse problem in a computationally efficient way.

AMS classification scheme numbers: 49N55,74F10,76Z05



1. Introduction

In the last three decades the role of mathematics in medical applications and in

cardiovascular research has significantly grown. The improvement of mathematical models

and numerical methods has made possible to simulate the behavior of complex biological

and biomechanical systems on progressively more powerful calculators. Correspondingly,

the development of new technologies (MRI, CT and ultrasounds, to mention a few) has

allowed doctors to acquire a large amount of information from patients. However, both

data retrieval and modeling are affected by inaccuracies: the former because of the errors

that systematically affect measurements, either in the form of noise in the measurement

or errors in the post processing phase needed to extract the information from the data

(e.g., deblurring, segmentation); mathematical models requires simplifying assumptions

and more specifically depend on parameters (e.g., physical coefficients) that usually are

unknown for the single patient. They are taken either from literature or from approximate

estimates. Currently, we may say that patient-specific geometries are used with good

accuracy, but many other parameters (blood viscosity, density, boundary data, etc.) are

seldom calibrated on an individual basis.

In this context, Data Assimilation (DA) can help to improve both the quality of the data

and the reliability of the simulations (see for instance [1,2] and references there in). In this

context the parameters of the underlying model are treated as unknowns, and properly

calibrated by using the information contained in the measures (the data). This process

allows to have a more reliable and case-specific model, while, on the other hand, helps

to filter out the noise from the measures, making the measures themselves more reliable,

by detecting the components of the data inconsistent with physical laws underlying the

model (that we call “uneducated”).

In this paper we focus on the application of DA to the estimation of the compliance of

a blood vessel. The compliance of a tissue can be defined as its tendency to resist recoil

towards its original dimension upon removal of a distending or compressing force. For

arteries, a practical definition of compliance is the change in arterial blood volume due to a

given change in blood pressure, that is, C = ∆V/∆P . Under the assumption of elasticity,

this quantity can be identified by one parameter, the Young modulus of the tissue. This

parameter has a strong medical relevance, for instance for detecting pathologic tissues,

such as cancer in elastography or artherosclerotic plaques in cardiovascular diseases.

The estimation of the Young modulus of a soft biological tissue is already done in vitro

and also in vivo since about 20 years, with a process called elastography [3]: first, an

image of the tissue at rest is acquired; then the tissue is deformed under the action of

a given force and another image of the tissue is acquired. Finally, the Young modulus

is estimated by solving an inverse elasticity problem. When it comes to estimate this

parameter for a blood vessel inside a patient, this procedure needs to be adjusted. Indeed,



a natural deformation in the tissue is already induced by the pulsatility of the blood flow.

However, the force that cause the deformation is no longer known, since it comes from the

interaction between the fluid and the wall. Hence, an inverse fluid-structure interaction

(IFSI) problem has to be solved instead of just an inverse elasticity problem.

There are mainly two approaches to solve this problem advocated in the literature.

The first one relies on the Kalman filter, and aims to estimate the parameter in two

steps: first the system evolves following the deterministic model, then a correction

step is performed including the improvement, or - more precisely - the innovation

introduced by the measures [4]. The second approach, which is the one followed in this

paper, use a variational argument to estimate the parameter [5]. More precisely, a cost

functional representing the misfit between the measures and their counterpart in the

deterministic model is minimized, using the unknown parameter as a control variable. In

this optimization approach, the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem is regarded as

a constraint. A theoretical analysis and preliminary results have been provided in [5],

showing that the variational approach may actually lead to reliable estimates of the

compliance, even though the computational costs of the procedure are in general high.

The paradigm of the variational procedure based on solving the inverse FSI problem is

outlined in figure 1.
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Figure 1. The workflow for the variational approach used to estimate the compliance.

In fact, the constrained minimization problem requires to evaluate the value of the

functional and possibly of its gradient several times. This means that the FSI problem

has to be solved many times, which is computationally expensive. In the case where the

Young modulus is not constant along the vessel, this burden becomes even heavier, since

the minimization problem would be in a multivariable setting, and efficient algorithms

for computing the descent direction and for performing the line search have to be



implemented.

In this paper we propose to pursue a model reduction of the FSI problem by means of

a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) approach. The basic idea is to represent the

solution on a basis function set given by solving the forward FSI problem for different

values of the compliance. We call these solutions snapshots. In general, if the values

of compliance for the snapshots are not chosen properly, the snapshot basis may be not

enough representative (too few snapshots selected) or redundant (too many). For this

reason, the number of snapshots considered is usually oversized and the redundancy is

successively reduced by a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) procedure, which in this

context is usually referred to as POD [6,7].

After an introduction to the Inverse FSI problem (Sect. 2), in this paper we illustrate this

procedure in detail (Sect. 3). Numerical results presented in Sect. 4 demonstrate that

POD is a viable approach for a reliable and fast evaluation of arterial compliance. Even

though the set up of the complete procedure in a clinical setting still requires several steps

(in particular for the effective handling of the snapshots computation in patient-specific

geometries), this paper points out a possible effective approach for using data assimilation

for the compliance estimate in cardiovascular problems.

2. The inverse fluid-structure interaction problem

2.1. The Forward Problem: Fluid-Membrane Interaction

In this section we briefly describe the Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) problem arising

when the vessel wall deforms under the action exerted by the blood pulsatile flow. In

particular, we will describe a simplified model, where the structure is modeled with a thin

membrane [8,9]. This assumption implies that the arterial wall is considered a 2D surface

in the 3D domain, and that the displacement occurs only in the normal direction. This is

motivated by the fact that the wall thickness is in general smaller than the dimension of

the lumen. In addition, tangential displacements are in general smaller than the normal

one [10]. It is also worth reminding that an accurate detection (and quantification) of the

arterial thickness from images is currently not easy.

In the following, we will refer to the FSI problem involving the membrane model as Fluid-

Membrane Interaction problem (FMI). The subscripts f and s will be used to differentiate

between fluid and structure quantities when needed. Bold letters (x,u, . . .) will denote

(continuous) vector functions, while a double underline (T, I, . . .) will be used to denote

(continuous) tensor quantities. We will use an uppercase T index for denoting the

transpose of a tensor (BT ,∇uT ,. . . ), while a lowercase t superscript to denote quantities

at time t (Ωt, Σt, . . .).

Let Ωt ⊂ R3 be the fluid domain at time t. The blood velocity and pressure will be denoted

by u(x, t) and p(x, t) respectively, and we will assume that they fulfill the incompressible



Navier-Stokes equations in Ωt. In particular, we assume a Newton flow, with stress tensor

T
f

= pI + µ
(
∇u+∇uT

)
(1)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the blood (assumed to be constant). Since the domain

is moving in time, the problem is conveniently formulated in an arbitrary Lagrangian-

Eulerian (ALE) framework. The ALE map At will map the original configuration of the

fluid domain into the current one, that is At : Ω0 → Ωt. The resulting domain velocity

will be denoted by w(x, t). The fluid equations then read

ρf
∂u

∂t
+ ρf ((u−w) · ∇)u−∇ · Tf = f f in Ωt × (0,T ),

∇ · u = 0 in Ωt × (0,T )

where ρf is the fluid density.

The structure domain will be denoted by Σt ⊂ ∂Ωt, and the structure displacement will

be denoted by η(x, t). Although more complex constitutive laws could be used to model

the vessel wall [11,12], we will consider the following linear elastic model (see, e.g., [13])

ρs
∂2η

∂t2
−∇ ·

(
E

2(1 + ν)

(
∇η +∇ηT

)
+

Eν

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)
(∇ · η) I

)
+ βη = f s (2)

where E and ν are the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio of the structure respectively,

ρs is the structure density and β is a parameter embedding both geometric and physical

properties of the membrane, given by β = hsE
1−ν2 (4k2

m − 2(1− ν)kg). Here km and kg

are respectively the mean and Gaussian curvature of the membrane and hs is the wall

thickness. Imposing that η = ηn (normal displacement), it can be shown [9] that the

structure equation reduces to

ρshs
∂2η

∂t2
+ βη = fs

The structure equation will be stated in a Lagrangian framework. We will assume also

that the displacement of the wall is small, so that we can write the structure equations

in the reference domain Σ = Σ0.

Finally, in order to guarantee mass and momentum conservation, we impose the continuity

of velocity and normal stress on Σ. In particular, we impose

u(At(x), t) =
∂η(x, t)

∂t
n, fs = n · T

f
(At(x), t)n

The FMI problem is then composed by two (coupled) subproblems.



i) Given domain Ωt and domain velocity w, find fluid velocity u, fluid pressure p and

structure displacement η such that

ρf
∂u

∂t
+ ρf ((u−w) · ∇)u−∇ · Tf = f f in Ωt × (0,T ),

∇ · u = 0 in Ωt × (0,T ),

ρs
∂2η

∂t2
+ βη = fs on Σ× (0,T ),

u(At(x), t) =
∂η(x, t)

∂t
n on Σ× (0,T ),

fs = n · T
f
(At(x), t)n on Σ× (0,T ),

+b.c.

(3)

ii) Given the membrane velocity um, find a map At : Ω0 → Ωt through a suitable smooth

extension operator S (usually harmonic) and find accordingly the fluid domain Ωt by

moving each point from the reference domain Ω0:

w = S(um), At(x0) = x0 +

∫ t

0

w(τ ,x0)dτ , Ωt = At(Ω0). (4)

2.1.1. The discrete FMI problem We start by discretizing the problem in time, using a

backward Euler scheme with uniform timestep ∆t. In the following, we write fn to indicate

the quantity f(tn), where tn = n∆t, while f ∗ will denote a suitable extrapolation of fn.

To obtain a semi-implicit scheme, we replace the convective term in the Navier-Stokes

equations with ((u∗ −w∗) · ∇)un and similarly we solve the fluid problem in Ω∗ rather

than Ωn. The easiest choice is to use a first order extrapolation, setting u∗ = un−1,

w∗ = wn−1 and Ω∗ = Ωn−1. This is equivalent to treat explicitly the geometric non-

linearity.

In order to give the weak formulation of the time-discrete FMI problem, we introduce the

following functional spaces:

V ∗ = {v ∈H1(Ω∗) : v|Σ∗ · τ = 0, v|Γ∗D = 0} Q∗ = L2(Ω∗)

X = H1/2(Σ) E = {E ∈ L∞(Σ) : E ≥ E0 > 0}

where τ is any vector in the tangent space to the membrane surface and Γ∗D ⊂ ∂Ω∗ is

the piece of the domain boundary where Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed.

Moreover, we introduce the test space

W ∗ = {(v,ψ) ∈ V ∗ ×X : (v ◦ A∗)|Σ = ψn}

Following [9], we rewrite the FMI as a fluid problem in a moving domain where the action

of the structure is given by a Robin boundary condition at the FS interface. Namely,

letting η̂n−1 = ηn−1◦(A∗)−1 and ûn−1 = un−1◦An−1◦(A∗)−1, the weak formulation of the



FSI problem reads: given E ∈ E , un−1 ∈ V ∗ and ηn−1 ∈ X, find (un, pn, ηn) ∈ V ∗×Q∗×X
such that

ρf
∆t

(un − un−1,v)Ω∗ + ρf (((u
∗ −w∗) · ∇)un,v)Ω∗ + (T

f
(un, pn),∇v)Ω∗

+

∫
Σ∗

(
ρshs
∆t

+ Eβ∆t

)
un · n v · ndσ

= F (v) +

∫
Σ∗

(
ρshs
∆t

ûn−1 · n− Eβη̂n−1

)
v · ndσ

(∇ · un, q)Ω∗ = 0
1

∆t
(ηn − ηn−1,ψ)Σ = ((un ◦ A∗) · n,ψ)|Σ

(5)

for all (v,ψ) ∈ W ∗, q ∈ Q∗ and for all t ∈ (0,T ), where F is a linear functional that

take into account possible forcing terms and contributions coming from non homogenous

boundary conditions at the fluid inflow/outflow sections. Here (·, ·)Ω∗ and (·, ·)Σ denote

the standard L2 inner product in Ω∗ and Σ respectively. Finally, we compute the ALE

map An and the domain Ωn.

For the space discretization of the FMI problem (5) we use conformal Finite Elements.

In particular, we use inf-sup stable FE spaces for velocity and pressure. In the following,

underlined variables (u, p, . . .) will indicate the discrete counterpart of the corresponding

continuous ones (u, p, . . .).

Let Vh, Qh andXh be the discrete Finite Elements counterparts of V ∗, Q∗ andX. The fully

discrete FMI problem reads at each time step: given E ∈ E , un−1 ∈ Vh and ηn−1 ∈ Xh,

find (un, pn, ηn) ∈ Vh ×Qh ×Xh such that C(E) BT O

B O O

−∆tZ O I


 un

pn

ηn

 =

 fn(E)

0

ηn−1

 (6)

Here Z is a projection matrix from Vh to Xh, C(E) is the velocity matrix (including the

Robin term) and fn(E) contains the contributions from the time derivative, the boundary

condition lifting (which we are assuming to be divergence free) and the Robin boundary

term. Notice that the equation for the membrane displacement can be promptly solved

once the fluid velocity has been computed.

We adopt an incremental approach for the pressure [14]: if we let pn = p∗+ δpn, where p∗

is a suitable extrapolation of pn based on the previous time steps (for instance, p∗ = pn−1),

we can rewrite the problem as C(E) BT O

B O O

−∆tZ O I


 un

δpn

ηn

 =

 fn(E)− BTp∗

0

ηn−1

 (7)

The matrix C(E) reads

C(E) =
1

∆t
M + K + ZT

(
ρshs
∆t

MΣ + ∆tMΣ(βE)

)
Z (8)



where M is the mass matrix in the fluid domain, K is the velocity advection-diffusion

matrix, MΣ is the mass matrix in Xh and MΣ(βE) is the mass matrix in Xh weighted by

Eβ. More precicely,

[MΣ(βE)]ij =

∫
Σ

βEϕjϕidσ ϕi,ϕj ∈ Xh

Similarly, the expression for fn(E) is

fn(E) =
1

∆t
Mun−1 +

ρshs
∆t

ZTMΣZun−1 − ZTMΣ(βE)ηn−1 + G(gn) (9)

where gn is the boundary condition lifting function and G is the lifting operator.

Although the choice of E guarantees the functional correctness of the forward problem, we

are going to restrict our attention on two particular scenarios, which are more interesting

from the point of view of the applications. In the following, we denote by s the curvilinear

abscissa along the centerline of the vessel. For a rigorous definition of centerline in non-

rectilinear vessels, see [15].

i) E = E(s) is constant in Σi = {x ∈ Σ : si−1 ≤ s ≤ si}, which represents the situation

where the Young modulus is piecewise constant along the centerline, with few and

localized jump discontinuities. This could be for instance the case where a prostheses

is present at a certain point along the blood vessel, therefore suddenly changing the

local elastic properties of the wall.

ii) E = E(s) is continuous on Σ and linear in Σi = {x ∈ Σ : si−1 ≤ s ≤ si},
which represents the situation where the Young modulus is piecewise linear along

the centerline. This could be for instance the case where an atherosclerotic plaque is

present at a certain point along the blood vessel, gradually changing the local elastic

properties of the wall in the nearby upstream and downstream sections.

At this stage, we may consider the Young modulus as a given function of space. However,

in view of the solution of the inverse problem, we introduce a finite element representation

of E. More precisely, we denote the Young modulus by Eh ∈ Eh and the vector of the

coefficients of the FE expansion with y ∈ Rk
+. In the piecewise constant case, yi are the

values of E in Σi, while in the piecewise linear case they are the values of E for s = si.

In the following, when we mention the Young modulus in the discrete problem, if not

otherwise stated, we will always refer to the vector of the coefficients y.

With this choice of the discrete Young modulus, the membrane mass matrix reads

MΣ(βE) =
k∑
`=1

y`M` with [M`]ij =

∫
Σ

βψ`ϕjϕidσ ϕi,ϕj ∈ Xh (10)

where ψ` is the `-th basis function in Eh. This expansion requires to assemble k mass

matrices on the membrane rather than just one, but it shall prove helpful when writing

the optimality conditions for the inverse problem in the next section.



Figure 2. Example of piecewise constant and piecewise linear (along the z direction)

Young modulus.

2.2. The inverse FMI problem

To formulate the inverse FMI problem, we start by introducing the cost functional

J(E) =
1

2

∫ T

0

∫
Σ

|η(σ, t)− ηmeas(σ, t)|2dσdt+R(E) (11)

where ηmeas is the displacement field on the FM interface retrieved from the images, and

R is a suitable regularization term. The inverse problem then reads

min
E∈E

J(E) s.t. FMI(u, p, η,E) (12)

where by FMI(u, p, η,E) we mean that (u, p, η,E) solve the set of equations (3)-(4).

Notice that in the definition of the cost functional we are assuming that the field ηmeas

is available at every time. This is clearly not possible in reality, since the measures are

available only in a finite number of instants. Moreover, the values of t for which the data

are actually available might not coincide with the ones for which we solve (numerically)

the FMI problem, which makes also the numerical evaluation of J(E) problematic. This

problem can be circumvented by substituting ηmeas with an interpolation in time of the

available measures. This procedure has been already shown to give good results in other

data assimilation problems [16]. We will investigate carefully this issue elsewhere.

In order to formulate the numerical optimization problem, we are faced with the issue

of deciding the order we perform the two operations, discretization and optimization.

In other words, we need to decide if we want to first write the optimality conditions

at the contionuos level and then discretize them, called optimize-then-discretize (OD)

approach, or if we want to first discretize the problem and then write the optimality

conditions at the discrete level, called discretize-then-optimize (DO) approach. The two

approaches eventually lead to linear systems that are not in general equivalent. There

is no ultimate answer on which of the two strategy is better, although, as pointed out

in [17], the DO approach has the advantage to give a solution which is optimal for the

discrete problem, while the OD approach gives a solution which might not be optimal

neither for the continuous nor for the discrete problem.



When dealing with time-dependent problem, things become more complicated. As a

matter of fact, variational optimization requires the solution of a backward in time adjoint

problem in order to evaluate the gradient of the functional and find the optimal solution.

This is not only demanding for the computational cost but also for the storing resources

since the solution of the adjoint problem needs to be stored at each time step. Moreover,

in the case of the estimation of the compliance, the solution of the adjoint problem would

also require to compute the so called shape derivatives, which are also expensive.

In [5] the inverse problem has been tackled using a time discretization-optimization-space

discretization approach (that we call here semi-discretize-then-optimize-then-discretize -

SDOD - approach). Parameter estimation is performed at each timestep by referring to an

instantaneous cost functional and writing the optimality conditions for the optimization

problem at the time t = tn. Finally, the optimality conditions are discretized to obtain the

fully discrete problem. The advantage of this approach relies in the reduced computational

and storing costs. However, a different estimate is computed at every time step, which

is not consistent with the assumption of the Young modulus being constant in time. To

overcome this problem, at the end of the simulation the authors compute an average of

all the estimates to recover a unique solution. In [5] a well-posedness analysis of the

time-discrete inverse problem is performed, showing that the choice of a piecewise linear

or piecewise constant functional space for the discretization of E guarantees the existence

of a solution.

In this paper we resort to a genuinely DO approach, still performing a local-in-time

optimization followed by the time average of the estimates. The instantaneous cost

functional is given by

J n(y) =
1

2
||ηn − ηn

meas
||2Σ +R(y) (13)

where ||v||2Σ = vTMΣv represents the discrete version of the L2 norm on Σ. The

minimization problem then reads

yn
opt

= arg min
y∈Rk+

J n(y)

s.t.

 C(y) BT O

B O O

−∆tZ O I


 un

δpn

ηn

 =

 fn(y)

0

ηn−1

 (14)

where here we include the term BTp∗ in fn(y) for the sake of brevity.

To tackle the constrained minimization problem, a common approach is to introduce the

Lagrangian function

L(un, δpn, ηn, yn,λu,λδp,λη) =

J n(yn) + λTu
(
Cun + BT δpn − fn

)
+ λTδpBu

n + λTη
(
ηn −∆tZun − ηn−1

) (15)



and then differentiate with respect to each of its argument, to get the so called Karush-

Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions

∂L
∂{u, δp, η}

= 0 ⇒

 CT BT −∆tZT

B O O

O O I


 λu
λδp
λη

 =

 0

0

−Mm(ηn − ηn
meas

)


∂L
∂yi

= 0 ⇒ ∂

∂yi
R(yn) + λTu

(
∂C

∂yi
un −

∂fn

∂yi

)
= 0 i = 1, . . . , k

∂L
∂{λu,λδp,λη}

= 0 ⇒

 C BT O

B O O

−∆tZ O I


 un

δpn

ηn

 =

 fn

0

ηn−1



(16)

which is a non-linear system of equations. The expression for
∂C

∂yi
and

∂fn

∂yi
can be derived

from equations (8) and (9). Namely,

∂C

∂yi
= ∆tZTMiZ,

∂fn

∂yi
= −ZTMiη

n−1

where Mi is defined in (10). Instead of solving the KKT system, we use it to just compute

∂Jn/∂yi, and we minimize Jn as a function of y using the BFGS method with the Armijo’s

criterion for the line search [18]. In order to satisfy the constraint at each iteration we

use implicit differentiation when computing derivatives. Namely,

∂J n

∂yi
=
∂J n

∂ηnj

∂ηnj
∂unk

∂unk
∂yi

+
∂R
∂yi

(17)

where

∂J n

∂ηn
= Mm(ηn − ηn

meas
)

∂ηn

∂un
= ∆tZ (18)

while for the sensitivities ∂yiu
n we can implicitly differentiate the Navier-Stokes equations

with respect to yi to get[
C BT

B O

][
∂yiu

n

∂yiδp
n

]
+

[
∂yiC O

O O

][
un

δpn

]
=

[
∂yif

n

0

]
(19)

which is a set of k linear systems (one for each component of the control vector). Using

the adjoint variables, this reduces to

∂J n

∂yi
= λTu

(
∂C

∂yi
un −

∂fn

∂yi

)
+
∂R
∂yi

(20)

The algorithm for solving the discrete optimization problem at time t = tn then reads



Algorithm 1 BFGS

1: k = 0, y
0

= yn−1 (or some other guess)

2: while k < kmax and not converged do

3: Solve state equation with y = y
k

to compute the state variables

4: Solve adjoint equation with y = y
k

to compute the adjoint variables

5: Compute the gradient of J n using (20)

6: Update the inverse of the hessian (BFGS) and compute the descent direction dk
7: y

k+1
= y

k
+ dk

8: k ← k + 1

9: end while

Remark. In literature, this strategy is often referred to as reduced space approach [19,20],

since the problem is formally expressed only in terms of the control variable. However, in

order to avoid confusion with the terminology that we will introduce in the next section

where we will present the reduced order model, we preferred to avoid here this name.

3. The POD model reduction

Reduced Order Models (ROM) are a powerful tool used to solve parametric problems.

In particular, ROM exploit the solutions corresponding to particular choices of the

parameters to cheaply compute the solution for other values of the parameters. To achieve

this goal, ROM first construct a low dimensional space, generated by the so called reduced

basis (RB); then, the problem is projected on the reduced space, where the solution is

computed with low computational effort. Usually these two steps are referred to as the

offline/online stages: the offline stage is the computationally expensive one, where the

RB has to be constructed, while the online stage is supposed to be fast, and give a solution

(almost) in real time.

For the construction of the reduced basis we can identify two main strategies:

i) given a suitable set of training values for the parameters and an a posteriori error

estimator, the RB is iteratively enriched adding the solution corresponding to a

particular choice of the parameters that is supposed to have more impact on the

control of the ROM error (worst case scenario), until a desired accuracy is reached

[21, 22]. This ensures that the estimate of the error decreases monotonically at each

increment of the size of the reduced model.

ii) the forward problem is solved for a given (in general large) set of training values for

the parameters. Then, the RB is built through a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

(POD) of the computed solutions [7, 23,24], as we describe in the next Section.

The former is a greedy approach which has the advantage of solving the forward problem

only for a few values of the parameters, but requires sharp, effective and (relatively) cheap



a posteriori error estimators. This may be not easy to devise for a given problem. At

the best of our knowledge, no estimate is available for our FM problem. For this reason,

in this paper we resort to the POD approach. The latter selects the smallest possible

RB (for the given training set), but requires to solve the forward problem for the whole

training set of the parameters. The two approaches are somehow dual, in the sense that

the first starts from scratch and adds vectors to the reduced space, while the second starts

from a large space and removes redundant information.

3.1. The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) was first introduced in 1943 [24] in

statistics (usually called Principal Component Analysis) as a technique to extract

statistically significant information from large sets of data. Roughly speaking, the POD

constructs the best k-dimensional orthonormal basis {w1, . . . ,wk} (the POD modes) from

a given set of n ≥ k vectors {x1, . . . ,xn}. Here best means that, letting X = [x1, . . . ,xn],

for every other set of k orthonormal vectors {v1, . . . , vn} we have

sup
‖c‖2=1

∥∥∥∥∥Xc−
k∑
i=1

〈Xc,wi〉wi

∥∥∥∥∥
2

≤ sup
‖c‖2=1

∥∥∥∥∥Xc−
k∑
i=1

〈Xc, vi〉vi

∥∥∥∥∥
2

(21)

In other words, if we denote with Xk the best rank-k approximation of X (in the Frobenius

norm sense), then the POD modes form an orthonormal basis for the column space of Xk.

In practice, the POD modes are computed as the first k left singular vectors of the matrix

X, where k is determined in such a way that

k∑
i=1

σ2
i ≥ τ

n∑
i=1

σ2
i (22)

where σi are the singular values of X and τ ∈ (0, 1) represents the amount of information

of the sample X that the POD modes have to capture. If the singular values of the matrix

X decay fast, then few POD modes are enough to give an accurate representation of any

vector in the range of X.

In the context of reduced order models for parametric problems, the vectors xi (called

snapshots) are the solution of the full order problem computed for all the possible values of

the parameters in a given training set. If the manifold of the solutions in the parameter

space is smooth enough, then the singular values of the snapshots matrix decay fast

(exponentially) and the POD generates a basis with dimension orders of magnitude smaller

than the dimension of the original problem.

If the RB vectors are stored in the matrix W = [w1, . . . ,wk], then the problem in the

reduced space is obtained forcing the solution to be in the form

x = Wc



for some c ∈ Rk, and then multiplying both sides of the linear system by W T . The

resulting linear system is of dimension k, and can usually be tackled with a direct solver.

Geometrically, this is equivalent to ask that the residual on the reduced space is zero, that

is, we compute the orthogonal projection of the exact solution onto the reduced space.

3.2. POD for the Inverse FMI problem

In the case of the FMI problem, we use as snapshots the solution of the forward problem

computed for different values of the Young modulus at different instants in time. In other

words, we treat the solution as if the time t was itself a parameter. This means that un and

un+1 are two different snapshots, even if they corresponds to the same Young modulus.

However, we expect the solution to change smoothly in time, and therefore the singular

values of the snapshots matrix should decay fast. This is confirmed by the numerical

experiments, as we can see in Figure 3. In this test, we collected the fluid velocity and

membrane displacement snapshots for a cylindrical domain flow for 60 time steps and 8

different configurations of the Young modulus field. The figure suggests that both u and

η can be well approximated by vectors belonging to spaces of dimensions much lower than

the corresponding finite element ones (which in this example, for the mesh selected are

9, 186 for the velocity and 3, 540 for the displacement). In particular, from the picture

we can notice a kink in the curve of the singular values of the snapshot matrices (around

i = 60 for the membrane displacement and i = 100 for the fluid velocity), and the index

where this occurs corresponds to the numerical dimension of the manifold to which the

solution belongs.
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Figure 3. Singular values of the fluid velocity (left) and membrane displacement (right)

snapshot.

When building our ROM for the FMI problem, we exploit the circumstance that the

velocity snapshots are divergence free. To see how this can be done, suppose we have

stored the velocity RB vectors in the matrix Wu. When we project the momentum

equation onto the range of Wu we obtain

WT
uCun + WT

uBT δpn = WT
u

(
fn − BTpn−1

)
(23)



Should the geometry be constant in time, then the product WT
uBT = (BWu)

T would be

identically zero, being the discrete space divergence-free, and the pressure increment term

would disappear. When the geometry is moving, this is not true, since each snapshot is

strictly speaking divergence free only in the geometry in which it was computed. However,

for a small time step (and for small displacements) we do expect the increment δpn to be

small. For the sake of the computational costs, we drop the pressure correction term in

the reduced problem. This can be regarded as an explicit treatment of the pressure in

the time advancing scheme. Once the reduced momentum equation has been solved, the

pressure can be recovered by solving the least square problem in the full space, that is,

pn = min
p∈Qh

||fn − Cun − BTp||2 (24)

The solution to this problem exists and is unique, since the velocity and pressure FE

spaces satisfy the inf-sup condition, which implies that BT has full column rank.

We therefore construct the RB only for the fluid velocity and membrane displacement

fields. To this end, we solve the forward problem for a given set of Young moduli y
1
, . . . y

M

and store the corresponding solutions (snapshots) ui, ηi. In order to deal with non-

homogeneous boundary conditions at the inflow/outflow sections, we modify the velocity

snapshots in the following way

ûi = ui − u` (25)

where u` is the solution of a steady rigid-wall Stokes problem used as a lifting function for

the non-homogeneous boundary conditions. With this choice, we preserve the divergence-

free nature of the snapshots. The snapshots (amended by the lifting) are then collected

in the snapshots matrices Xu and Xη. We compute the SVD of these matrices and let Wα

be the matrices containing the first kα left singular vectors of Xα (α = u, η), with kα such

that

kα∑
i=1

σi ≥ τ
Nα∑
i=1

σi (26)

where σi are the singular values of Xα, τ is the fraction of data variability that we want to

capture (typically we take τ = 0.9, 0.95 or 0.99) and Nα is the dimension of the FE space.

The columns of Wu and Wη form the reduced basis for the fluid velocity and membrane

displacement spaces.

If we project the IFMI problem (14) onto the reduced space, we then obtain: find

yn = arg min
y∈Rk
J n
r (y) =

1

2
||Wηη

n

r
− ηn

meas
||2Σ +R(y)

s.t.

[
Cr O

−∆tZr I

][
unr
ηn
r

]
=

[
fn
r

ηn−1
r

]
(27)



where Cr = WT
uCWu, Mr = WT

η MΣWη, Zr = WT
η ZWu, f

n

r
= WT

u (fn − BTp∗). Notice

that, in order to have only linear algebra operations of complexity O(N) in the solution

of the minimization problem, we can rewrite J n
r as

J n
r (y) =

1

2

(
(ηn
r
)TMrη

n

r
− 2(dnr )Tηn

r
+ (ηn

meas
)TMΣη

n

meas

)
(28)

where dnr = WηMΣη
n
meas

and (ηn
meas

)TMΣη
n
meas

can be precomputed before starting the

optimization loop.

The Lagrangian function for the reduced problem is therefore

L(unr , ηn
r
, yn,λu,λη) = J n

r (yn) +λTu

(
Cru

n
r + fn

r

)
+λTη

(
ηn
r
−∆tZru

n
r − ηn−1

r

)
(29)

and the KKT system is given by

∂L
∂{ur, ηr}

= 0 ⇒

[
CT
r −∆tZTr

O I

][
λu
λη

]
=

[
0

−Mrη
n
r

+ dnr

]

∂L
∂yi

= 0 ⇒ ∂

∂yi
R(yn) + λTu

(
∂Cr

∂yi
unr −

∂fn
r

∂yi

)
= 0 i = 1, . . . , k

∂L
∂{λu,λη}

= 0 ⇒

[
Cr O

−∆tZr I

][
unr
ηn
r

]
=

[
fn
r

ηn−1
r

]
(30)

The BFGS routine for the minimization of the functional in the reduced space is the

same as the one presented in the previous section, with the only difference that quantities

are now meant in the reduced space. We conclude this section with the outline of the

POD-ROM algorithm workflow at the time tn.

Algorithm 2 POD-ROM

1: Assemble the FE matrices

2: Load the measures ηn
meas

3: Project matrices and vectors onto the reduced space

4: Compute unr , ηn
r

and yn using BFGS

5: Compute un and ηn extending their reduced space counterparts

6: Compute pn solving the discrete laplacian (24)

7: Move the domain by computing the harmonic extension of ηn

4. Numerical results

In this section we are going to present some results for the problem of the estimation

of the Young modulus. In order to better evaluate the results and the computational

costs, we will solve the inverse problem using both the reduced space (RS) and full space



(FS) approaches, meaning, respectively, with and without projecting the system onto

the space spanned by the reduced basis. The inverse problem makes use of synthetic

measures, that is, the forward problem is solved a for a given Young modulus and the

corresponding membrane displacement is stored and then used as “measures” for the

solution of the inverse problem. In order to avoid inverse crimes, we solve the forward

problem on a mesh finer than the one used for the solution of the inverse problem, we add

a random vector to the solution and then we project the measures onto the coarser mesh.

This process for the creation of the synthetic measures is also meaningful in light of the

acquisition of measures from real images, where we experience presence of noise (due to

measurement and post-processing errors) and undersampling (since the measures are in

general available only for a subset of the membrane degrees of freedom). We therefore

use as “measures” the vector

η
m

= P η
f

+ ||η
f
||∞ξe

where P is the projector from the fine to the coarse mesh, η
f

is the displacement field

computed on the fine mesh, ξ is the noise level (reciprocal of the signal to noise (SNR)

ratio), and e ∼ U(−1, 1) is a random vector. We considered values of ξ up to 0.2 (SNR=5),

which means that the intensity of the noise can be as large as 20% of the signal. These are

in fact the levels that we expect from current image acquisition devices and post processing

techniques (M. Brummer, Emory Children Healthcare of Atlanta, private communication).

For all the tests, the minimization of the discrete functional Jnr is done using the BFGS

algorithm, with stopping criteria based on absolute and relative norms of the functional,

the gradient and the step size. The tolerances are fixed and kept constant for all the test

cases (in particular, we used 10−3 for the relative norms and 10−5 for the absolute norms).

For the regularization, we used a Tikhonov term of the form

R(y) =
α

2
||y − ŷ||2Σ (31)

where ŷ is a reference value. For the first time iteration, this reference value is constant

and equal to the initial guess. As the simulation proceeds, we change it to the average of

the previous 5 estimates (or as many are available for the first time iterations). This choice

is motivated by two reasons: on one hand, using as reference value the estimate at the

previous time iteration presents the risk that a possible bad estimate could significantly

bias the following ones. On the other hand, using the average of all the previous time

steps estimates might delay the convergence of the values of the Young modulus closer to

the downstream section. In fact, because of the hyperbolic behavior of the FMI problem,

the information propagates with finite velocity, hence reaching the downstream section

only after a few time iterations. This phenomenon will be evident from the graphs in the

following sections.

All the simulations have been performed using LifeV, a C++ Finite Element library

(www.lifev.org).



τ 0.9 0.95 0.99

Nu 3 6 17

Nη 3 4 7

Table 1. Dimension of the fluid velocity and membrane displacement POD basis for

different values of the POD threshold for the cylinder test case.

4.1. Cylinder

The first example is a flow in a cylinder of length L = 5cm and radius R = 0.5cm,

with piecewise linear Young modulus along the axial direction. In particular, we consider

the case where y ∈ R3, its entries corresponding to the values of the Young modulus

at the inflow section, at the middle of the cylinder and at the outflow section. At the

inflow/outflow sections we prescribe the Neumann conditions

pn− ν
(
∇u+∇uT

)
= gn

with g = 0 at the outflow and g(t) = 500 sin(100πt) at the inflow.

The Young modulus used to generate the membrane displacement measures is

y = [1.3, 1.8, 1.3] × 106 dyn/cm2. As training set in the generation of the POD basis

we used S = {y ∈ R3 : yi ∈ {1, 2} × 106 dyn/cm2}, i.e. a set of 8 different configurations

of the Young modulus. In table 1 we report the dimension Nu,Nη of the velocity and

displacement POD basis for different choices of the POD threshold τ . The first four modes

generated by the POD are shown in figure 4. Notice the increasing number of peaks and

valleys along the z direction.

Figure 4. From top left to bottom right: first four modes of the membrane displacement

reduced basis.

In figure 5 we show the history of the Young modulus estimates obtained with both the full

space and reduced basis approaches for the case where the measures contain 10% of noise.
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Figure 5. History of the Young modulus estimates for SNR=10. On the left, the

estimates obtained by solving the inverse problem on the full finite element space. On

the right, the estimates obtained by the reduced space.

The reduced basis has been generated using a threshold of τ = 0.95. All the parameters

used in the minimization routine are the same, including the initial guess (y
0

= [1, 1, 1])

and the Tikhonov regularization parameter, which in this case was α = 10−2. As expected,

the first and second value of the reduced Young modulus are the first to converge towards

the correct values. In fact, given the propagative behavior of the system due to the

structure deformability, the information has a finite propagation speed. Hence, for the first

time iterations, the downstream section does not undergo any remarkable displacement,

which makes the output insensitive to a change in the parameters of that section. However,

as soon as the structure starts to move in the whole domain, all the three values of the

Young modulus approach the correct ones (represented by a dashed line in the graphs).

The performance of the full space and reduced space approaches are summarized in table

2. The first row shows the average of all the estimates, computed without including the

first time steps where the estimate clearly did not completely part from the initial guess;

the corresponding relative error is shown in the second row. The results are satisfactory

for (at least) two reasons: first because the estimate through the POD approach is as good

as the one we obtain by solving the inverse problem on the full space, and second because

the error in the estimate is much smaller than the level of noise in the measures (3%

vs 10%). The third row shows the online computational costs, while the fourth reports

the number of linear system solves needed by the two approaches. We point out that

the reduced space approach still has a non negligible online computational costs, mainly

due to the fact that the FE matrices have to be assembled at each iteration before being

projected onto the reduced space, due to the change of the geometry and the presence

of the convective term. Although the assembly is the most scalable part of the code, it

would be clearly preferable to have an online cost which is independent on the dimension



FS RS

y∗ [1.33, 1.87, 1.35]*106 [1.33, 1.85, 1.36]*106

rel. error 3.27% 3.13%

exec. time (online) 2175s 203s

NS solves (offline) 502 480s

Table 2. Comparison between Full Space (FS) and Reduced Space (RS) performance

for the cylinder test case.

of the FE space. In the final remarks we will address a possible approach to cut this costs.

The comparison of the online computational costs only is however unfair, considering that

- as for now - for a given new patient we have to construct the basis before estimating

the compliance. It is more fair to look at the number of linear solves needed by the two

approaches, which are reported in the fourth row. For the reduced space approach, this

number counts for all the linear solver calls needed to construct the basis, in the offline

stage. In the final remarks we will discuss how the offline cost could be damped for the

reduced space approach on patient specific cases.

Finally, in figure 6 we show the convergence history of the Young modulus for different

choices of the POD threshold τ , that is, for different sizes of the reduced basis. The most

evident fact from the three graphs is that with a small reduced basis the value of E in the

downstream section is not captured at all. As we can see from figure 4, this is somehow

expected since the first modes tend to capture information closer to the inflow section,

where the displacements are larger. Another important observation that we can extract

from figure 6 is that a large dimension for the reduced basis does not necessarily make the

estimate of the parameter more accurate. This is a reasonable and expected behavior, if

we interpret the POD as a truncated SVD (TSVD) regularization for the inverse problem

(see for example [25]). In fact, TSVD regularization includes in the representation of

the solution only the modes (that is, the singular vectors) corresponding to the large

singular values, while the ones corresponding to small singular values are discarded. This

is motivated by the fact that, as we consider smaller and smaller singular values, the

corresponding modes become more and more oscillatory, hence being more correlated to

the noise in the data rather than to the solution itself. In particular, in this example it

looks like a POD threshold of 95% gives better results than 99%, and this is confirmed by

the relative error of the time average of the estimates in the two cases, with err95 = 1.4%

and err99 = 1.8%.
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Figure 6. History of the Young modulus estimates for SNR=10 for different values of

the POD threshold for the cylinder test case. (a) τ = 0.9 (Nu = 3, Nη = 3), (b) τ = 0.95

(Nu = 6, Nη = 4), (c) τ = 0.99 (Nu = 17, Nη = 7)

4.2. An idealized aortic arch

As a second test case, we study the flow in a pipe that represents an idealized aortic arch.

The geometry consists of a half torus joint with a cylinder. The major and minor radii

of the torus (i.e. the distance between the center of the torus and the centerline of the

pipe and the radius of the pipe respectively) are R = 1.5cm and r = 0.5cm, while the

length of the cylindrical part is L = 5cm. The boundary conditions are the same as in the

cylindrical test case, that is homogeneous Neumann at the outflow, while at the inflow

we prescribe g(t) = 500 sin(100πt).

The Young modulus used to generate the measures is again y = [1.3, 1.8, 1.3] × 106

dyn/cm2, but this time we assume a piecewise constant profile along the axial direction.

In particular, y1 is the value of the Young modulus for the first quarter of the torus, y2

is the value for the second quarter, and y3 is the value in the cylindrical part. For the



τ 0.9 0.95 0.99

Nu 5 8 22

Nη 5 7 12

Table 3. Dimension of the fluid velocity and membrane displacement POD basis for

different values of the POD threshold for the idealized aortic arch test case.

generation of the POD basis, we use the same sample as in the cylindrical case, namely

S = {y ∈ R3 : yi ∈ {1, 2} × 106 dyn/cm2}. In table 3 we report the dimension Nu,Nη of

the velocity and displacement POD basis for different choices of the POD threshold τ .

Also for this test we compared the reduced space approach with the full space approach.

The history of the estimates at each time step for the case SNR=10 and τ = 0.95 is shown

in figure 7, while in table 4 we report their performance. As we did for the cylinder test

case, the optimal estimate for the Young modulus is computed by averaging all but the

first 10 time steps estimates, which are significantly affected by the initial guess.

As for the cylinder test case, we can see that the reduced space approach estimates are as

good as the full space approach. Moreover, the error on the estimates is again remarkably

smaller than the intensity of the noise in the measures, for both the approaches, dropping

from 10% to about 2%. Regarding the behavior of the estimates with respect to the POD

threshold, in table 5 we report the time averages (excluding the first 10 time steps) and

the corresponding relative error for three different POD thresholds. We observe that, for

the idealized aortic arch, raising τ up to 0.99 improve the estimates, while for the cylinder

test case τ = 0.95 gave better results. This is somehow expected, since the flow dynamics

is more complex in the curved pipe and more modes are required for a reliable description.

With respect to the cylindrical case, the noise becomes relevant for modes higher than in

the previous case. For a summary of the dynamics in an aortic arch, see e.g. [26].

FS RS

y∗ [1.33, 1.84, 1.31]*106 [1.34, 1.80, 1.33]*106

rel. error 1.91% 2.01%

exec. time 3176s 277s

NS solves 492 480s

Table 4. Comparison between Full Space (FS) and Reduced Space (RS) performance

for the idealized arch test case.

Finally, in figure 8 we show the history of the Young modulus estimates for different

choices of the POD threshold in the case of SNR=5. It’s interesting to notice that,

despite the fact that the level of the noise is as large as 20% of the intensity of the signal,

the average estimates are still close to the correct values. In particular, even when using
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Figure 7. History of the Young modulus estimates for SNR=10. On the left, the

estimates obtained by solving the inverse problem on the full finite element space. On

the right, the estimates obtained by first projecting the problem on the reduced space.

τ = 0.9 τ = 0.95 τ = 0.99

y∗ [1.37, 1.81, 1.32]*106 [1.34, 1.80, 1.32]*106 [1.30, 1.78, 1.29]*106

rel. error 2.83% 1.97% 0.87%

Table 5. Time average of the estimates and relative error for different values of the

POD threshold for the idealized arch test case.

a low dimensional size for the reduced model, the optimization procedure clearly detects

that the Young modulus in the second region is larger than in the other two regions,

which is the most interesting information from the medical point of view. This is even

more evident with richer reduced models.

5. Conclusions and future directions

The complexity of the challenges arising from cardiovascular medicine is slowly forcing

a paradigm shift in the computational methods that are used for their numerical

approximation. In particular, in order to make numerical simulations more reliable and

therefore more valuable for doctors, the equations of the underlying mathematical models

must include patient specific parameters, rather than values taken from literature, often

corresponding to a healthy patient. In fact, these are possibly not compatible with the

patient conditions. However, patient specific parameters are usually not easy to retrieve

from simple medical measurements and require for more sophisticate techniques. DA is

the technique that can answer to this need, provided we can solve the inverse problem

that arise from the assimilation of the medical measures.

In this paper we have investigated the problem of estimating the compliance of a blood
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Figure 8. History of the Young modulus estimates for SNR=5 for different values of

the POD threshold for the candy cane test case. (a) τ = 0.9 (Nu = 5, Nη = 5), (b)

τ = 0.95 (Nu = 8, Nη = 7), (c) τ = 0.99 (Nu = 22, Nη = 12)

vessel by means of assimilation of wall displacement measures. We have considered

the approach proposed in [5] and we focused on the problem of the reduction of the

computational costs associated with the optimization procedure. We have shown that

a POD approach can significantly reduce the computational cost of the online stage,

while, at the same time, regularize the inverse problem. In particular, we emphasize the

robustness of the method with respect to the noise in the measures, with good results

for signal to noise ratios (SNR) as low as 5 (corresponding to a noise level of 20% of the

signal).

Despite the intrinsic difficulties related mainly to the domain movement, the proposed

approach gives good results, moving a first step toward the reliable and quick assimilation

of data by solving a (reduced) fluid-membrane problem, in view of clinical applications.

Nevertheless, we can still identify two directions for further improving the current

approach.



The first one concerns the amortization of the offline computational costs: the POD

approach computes the optimal reduced basis for a given training set, but at the price of a

large amount of forward problem solves. This big computational cost can be significantly

damped if the reduced basis could be somehow recycled for further simulations. This

is not in general possible, since the geometries are patient specific. However, we can

think of constructing a reference geometries atlas, on which the reduced basis can be

precomputed once for all. The idea is that, if the atlas is rich enough, we can map the

measures retrieved from the images of a given new patient onto the atlas, and use the

corresponding reduced basis. This approach has already been used for building Reduced

Order Models for biomedical applications (see [27]) and requires the development of a

reliable and efficient mapping criterion.

The second research direction is toward a complete independence of the online

computational costs on the dimension of the FE space. As of now, due to the geometry

change, the matrices of the linear system must be assembled at each time iteration and

then be projected onto the reduced space. This gives an online cost that still depends on

the FE space dimension. Although the assembly is highly scalable and much less expensive

than the optimization stage, the online costs cut is suboptimal; it would be preferable

to have an overall online cost independent on the FE space dimension. In case of small

displacements, it’s possible to overcome this issue, using an affine approximation of the

dependence of the matrices on the geometry, which allows to perform all the assembly

and the projections onto the reduced space in the offline stage. To see how this can be

done, let A be a finite element matrix (for instance, the velocity stiffness matrix). Since

the position of the mesh points depends (linearly) on the position of the membrane (via

the harmonic extension), we can emphasize the dependence of A on the geometry by

writing A=A(η). Moreover, since the membrane displacement is a linear combination

of the corresponding reduced basis vectors w1, . . . ,wNη , and the coefficients of the linear

combination are the components of the reduced membrane displacement η
r
, we can write

A(η) = A(η1
rw1 + · · ·+ ηNηr wNη)

Exploiting the assumption of small displacements, we can approximate this expression as

A(η1
rw1 + · · ·+ ηNηr wNη) ' A(0) +

Nη∑
i=1

ηir
∂A

∂wi
(0) (32)

where A(0) denotes the matrix assembled in the undeformed geometry. Hence, in the

offline stage we need to assemble Nη + 1 matrices (Nη derivatives, plus the matrix in the

undeformed configuration). For the convective term, this cost is higher, since the matrix

also depends on the convective field. More precisely, we need to assemble Nη + 1 matrices

for each of the Nu elements of the velocity reduced basis, which means a grand total

of Nu(Nη + 1) matrices to assemble offline for the convective term. However, once all



the matrices are computed, they can be projected onto the reduced space directly in the

offline stage. Then, in the online stage, the reduced system matrix is obtained using (32),

where each of the matrices is now already projected on the reduced space, hence making

the assembly cost independent on the dimension of the FE space used in the offline stage.

A similar approximation can be used also for the forcing term (if any). In this way, the

online computational cost can be made independent of the size of the FE space with the

cost of higher memory storage. This approach is currently under investigation.
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